
Ambrosus for Entrepreneurs:
The One-Pager

As the world’s premier blockchain and IoT platform, the Ambrosus Network (AMB-NET) provides a framework and all of the 

relevant tools for collecting, storing, and sharing data in a secure and integral fashion. In relation to the Internet of Things 

(IoT) Ambrosus pioneers first-of-its kind encrypted IoT devices and gateways, that allow for secure and efficient data 

collection from the physical world. Meanwhile, the public-permissioned blockchain architecture of AMB-NET has been 

specifically optimized to scalably and securely store and validate all data uploaded onto the network. With its own proxy 

establishing a link between the world-wide web and the Ambrosus blockchain, custom applications can be quickly and 

effortlessly written and monetized in popular programming languages such as JavaScript, iOS, and Android.

Unlike many enterprises which centralise their technology, and work to ensure that they alone are the sole beneficiaries 

and evangelists of their innovation, Ambrosus does the opposite: to open-source, and allow ease of access to as much 

technology as possible, so as to bolster adoption, participation, and innovation within the ecosystem itself. For the many 

individuals wishing to participate in the blockchain revolution and its commercial applications, Ambrosus provides a 

first-of-its-kind blockchain-based economy for entrepreneurs, with minimal barriers to entry and exceptional upside 

potential. 

These opportunities, explained in depth in the complete Ambrosus for Entrepreneurs Guide, include but are not limited to:  

•  Industry Specific Business Development. 

•  Building dApps and solutions using Open-Source SDKs and dApps. 

•  Licensing a Node to offer Blockchain as a Service (BaaS).

•  Integrating Ambrosus into an existing business model.

•  Launching an ICO/STO/TGE off of AMB-NET.

•  Building a startup around a customized IoT Device. 

Cooperation and Incubation with Ambrosus: For serial entrepreneurs, qualified experts, or teams of motivated individu-

als Ambrosus offers the opportunity to collaborate in launching startups or building solutions on AMB-NET. Each collabo-

ration is evaluated on a case by case basis, whereby the initial expectation is that proposals that are made clearly define 

expectations for what specifically collaboration with Ambrosus will entail, as well as how compensation will be shared 

between the parties involved. 

Welcome to the Ambrosus Ecosystem!

With such tools available on AMB-NET, Ambrosus is 

calling upon the next-generation of Entrepre-

neurs: Product Managers, Developers, Serial 

Entrepreneurs, and Industry Experts, who under-

stand the value proposition of blockchain and the 

IoT, and are prepared to design original and innova-

tive solutions, business models, and applications 

for the future of industrial data management! 
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